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writing to and beyond the test:
the writing habitus of the first
standards-based curriculum cohort
rebecca powell

Because habitus is formed by how participants
experience their place in the world, where participants
write influences what they experience, and more
importantly, how they value those experiences.

Writing To and Beyond the Test:
The Writing Habitus of the First Standards-Based Curriculum Cohort
Rebecca Powell

‘‘

To say that the shame and anxiety students report when they are
asked to recall their experiences writing for standardized tests is not
related to writing is to misunderstand the relationships among
writing, context, memory, and affect.

I am driving to Arroyo Valley, a green strip of land flanked by stark
mountains along the Rio Grande, seventy-five miles from the US-Mexico border. I
am to meet with the high school principal to discuss conducting dissertation research
at Arroyo High. Elements of my research roll through my head: high school writing
experiences as resources, voluntary writing, the link between values and writing
success, standards-based curriculums, digital writing. As I turn off the interstate, I
rehearse my pitch, the same pitch I gave at a small city high school not far away:
Twelve years ago, I began teaching high school English, the same year No Child Left
Behind passed, the largest federal reform of education. Arroyo High School twelfth graders
are the first set of students to undergo twelve years of standards-based education. They are
also the first generation to write on their phones. I want to know how they’ve experienced
writing in a standardized education system and digital world. I chose Arroyo High School
as a research site because your students represent a missing demographic in the existing
research.
What else should I say? Something about why writing experiences are important, why
they matter . . . From the vantage point of the bypass bridge, I can see ribbons of
water, the acequias, flowing from the Rio Grande. They’re like water. Their absence and
presence shape values and use.
The pitch worked. I conducted the research, and the flash of insight I had on
the bypass, about the similarities between writing experiences and how water is
managed in the Southwest, became a useful metaphor for conceptualizing writing
experiences as resources. As water circulates through the arroyos of the Southwest
bringing life to crops and sustaining cities in the desert, so does writing, circulating
through communities, homes, and schools, shaping attitudes and values in its wake.
In this article, I report how twelfth graders’ writing experienced writing for
standardized testing and how these experiences did and did not shape their values
and uses of writing.
The standardized testing ritual, now a commonplace in the American
imagination of what school means, presents the familiar picture of high school
students hunching over test booklets or leaning toward screens as they scrawl or type
out short answers and essays on the latest iteration of tests. As they complete their
task, their classmates write beside them, some quickly, some slowly; as they choose
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the perfect word or consider what comes next, they stare out the window, perhaps
considering a prewriting strategy they learned from their English teacher or an
anecdote they learned in history class that might work as an example.
These literacy events and practices, the test, the environment, the writing,
the staring, represent the context of writing on standardized tests. Standardized
testing is the response to assessing national standards, such as the Common Core
State Standards. Writing together but alone, the nature of the current standardized
testing, delivers the message that knowledge performance is an individual act. The
student’s seemingly aimless stare rests on the landscape of a particular place in a
particular time, a place whose community has its own relationship to writing and its
uses. Standards, technology and community represent the student’s location and
shape what counts as writing, how it’s accomplished and how it’s used. In this
familiar picture, global and local forces converge to shape students’ writing lives, a
shaping that matters to conversations about K-16 writing instruction because from
that shaping, students develop durable and transposable writing attitudes and values.
Locations and values influence writing experiences availability and quality,
shaping students’ writing lives. In the writing lives of two sets of high school
students on the US-Mexico border, standardized testing’s impact had a negative or
neutral impact on student writing lives, depending on how their communities and
families valued and used writing. Within school walls, standards-based curriculum
and the resulting standardized testing focuses the types and kinds of writing students
are assigned. For some, this focus extended to their entire writing lives, but for
others, those who experienced writing outside the classroom, this focus was only a
feature of their school writing lives. After twelve years of standards-based education,
my participants, twelfth graders in two locations on the US-Mexico border, a small
city and a rural village, understood standardized testing as a peer performance, a
specialized genre, and a poor container for the possibilities of writing. Although all
participants deemed standardized testing a constricting container for writing,
writing’s possibilities were understood through how writing as a resource and
experience circulated in their homes and communities.
In the following sections, I suggest a frame for thinking about writing
experiences as habitus, outline the study from which the data comes, and analyze
how twelfth graders history of writing for standardized tests does, and does not,
influence their conceptions of writing and its uses. Finally, I end with suggestions of
how K-16 teachers of writing might continue to investigate the writing experiences
of their students in a time of tests, texts and uneven terrains.
Writing as Experience
The relationships between an individual’s writing experiences, the rise in
digital communication and standards-based education predispose individuals toward
certain attitudes about writing. Pierre Bourdieu, a French sociologist, termed the
intersect of experience and attitude “habitus,” defined as “a system of durable,
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transposable dispositions which functions as the generative basis of structured,
objectively unified practices” (Bourdieu xix). Habitus can be understood as “ways of
acting, feeling, thinking and being…how [they] carry [their] history, how [they] bring
this history into [their] present circumstances, and how [they] then make choices to
act in certain ways and then not others” (Maton 53). This idea of habitus, ways of
acting feeling, thinking and being that derive from past experience and present
conditions, usefully conceptualizes students’ writing experiences as products of the
past, present and future: what they have written effects how students approach
present and future writing tasks. Because habitus is formed by how participants
experience their place in the world, where participants write influences what they
experience, and more importantly, how they value those experiences. Moreover,
those values are not formed within a writing vacuum, but derived from the structures
that aid and suppress writing in their homes, communities, and schools. The
“structuring structures” of standards and digital technology impose, and assume,
access and uses of writing, but students construct their own uses of those structures
based on community and family values and predispositions, their habitus (Bourdieu
8).
Thus, students’ writing experiences filter through habitus, a screen of affect
and history, which in the case of writing takes the shape of antecedent genre
knowledge. Antecedent genres, recognizable forms of writing, inform what students
identify as writing and the possibilities they see in writing. What genres students have
already written in affects what genres they voluntarily write in and how they will
approach and value those genres. Drawing on genre theory from Carolyn Miller and
Amy Devitt, I understand genre to be “typified actions, that acquire their meaning
and consequentiality from the situations in which they arise” (Miller 24). Thus,
genres are socially and spatially located, arising from specific contexts, such as
standards-based curriculums. Genres have also been tied to power. A group of
Australian linguists working from Michael Halliday’s systemic functional linguist
theory identifies genres with power, claiming that powerful social groups use certain
genres and “enjoy more power than other groups and their genres” (Lankshear and
Knobel 14). From this premise they argued “that powerful genres and their social
purposes” should be taught explicitly, especially to students from marginalized and/
or non English speaking backgrounds. Composition researchers Anis Bawarshi and
Mary Jo Reiff have also associated genres with power and access (“Transfer”).
Because genres are situated, their power shifts with the context. Within the contexts
of schooling, Australian linguist, J.R. Martin’s Literacy and Education Research
Network (LERN), identified powerful genres as reports (classify and describe a
phenonomenon), expositions (argumentative genres that use evidence), and
narratives (follows characters in a setting through a problem) (Christie 15). Although
this research took place in Australia, these genres also hold power in US standardsbased curriculum, such as the Common Core State Standards. In what follows, I
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consider how these antecedent genres and others shape students’ writing habitus,
their predispositions toward writing.
Antecedent genre knowledge and affect (students’ attitudes, values, emotions)
color how students experience and make meaning of writing tasks. Those
experiences and meaning-making are “mediated by psychosocial and emotional
factors such as students' perceptions of themselves as students, to their motivational
level, and to their beliefs about learning and knowledge-building” (e.g., Schunk;
Harklau 36). Thus, students’ writing successes hinge on a writing habitus: how they
think, believe, act, and feel about writing. Positive feelings and beliefs about writing,
or self-efficacy, have “shown strong positive associations between self belief in
writing and writing scores” (Pajares and Valiante 199; McCarthy et al; Pajares et al).
Attitude and a strong self-concept seem to aid students as they work through the
“difficulties and frustrations that typically accompany the writing process” (Bruning
and Horn; Lee 24). Other studies have associated how one feels about writing with
“with affects such as enjoyment, intense anxiety, or apprehension before or during
writing” (Clark and Dugdale; McCarthy et al 23). The most recent study to echo the
importance of students’ writing attitudes, Jihyun Lee’s “Can Writing Attitudes and
Learning Behavior Overcome Gender Difference in Writing? Evidence from
NAEP,” found students’ attitude toward writing to be a stronger predictor of writing
success than demographics, income, and parents’ education level (Lee 7).
Understanding how writing on standardized tests for twelve years affects habitus
does more than paint a picture of a particular moment and context; it foreshadows
the success and failures of present writing curriculums and pedagogy.
Study Outline
I asked twelfth grade students in two communities near the US-Mexico
border to report their writing experiences, in, outside, and beside school, and how
they valued those experiences. Previous research on the writing experiences of
adolescents separates school and outside of school writing experiences and measured
not what existed, but what should exist. I was interested in how participants’ writing
experiences do, or do not, reflect standards-based curriculum changes and how
participants’ writing experiences do, or do not, reflect the places of their lives, their
homes, the advent of digital writing, and most importantly, their own sense of what
writing should be.
I also sought to take advantage of kairos. The year 2014’s twelfth graders are
the first cohort of students to undergo thirteen years of federally-sanctioned
standards-based education in the forms of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 and
the Common Core State Standards.. The mechanisms of accountability, increased
oversight of teachers, and standardized tests have always been a part of their school
writing experiences. In addition, this cohort of students was born digital, in a world
where digital communication has increased the speed and amount of writing.
Knowing what writing experiences these students reported and how they valued
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them can inform curriculum decisions at both secondary and post-secondary levels
and how we conduct teacher preparation, and our understanding of writing amid
school reform’s competing desires to both equalize opportunity and manage
resources.
To explore students’ writing habitus, I asked “What writing experiences do
twelfth graders on the US Mexico border report?” One hundred and seventy-one
research participants were recruited from La Vista and Arroyo Valley high school.
Both sites were near the US-Mexico border, La Vista, located in small city, and
Arroyo High School, located in rural village, Sixty-seven percent of respondents
participated in the research at both sites. At La Vista High School, 67% of
participants identified as Hispanic, 25% as bilingual. At Arroyo Valley High School
88% of participants identified as Hispanic, 63% as bilingual. Participants reported La
Vista’s average parent income ($64,359.00) and parent education levels (72% some
college or more) were significantly higher than reported Arroyo parent income
($41,364.00) and education (53% some high school).
Participants completed a genre inventory because it offered an efficient way
to categorize experience and provided a common language for participants. Genre
categories were developed from the work of Bawarshi, Reiff and Melzer. Participants
were asked to identify for what purposes they wrote each genre (school, personal, or
extracurricular), thereby highlighting the genre’s writing context. Through openended questions, the survey explored values associated with those writing
experiences by asking about what experiences participants enjoyed and what
experiences were successful. By articulating enjoyment and success, participants’
addressed their values surrounding writing, beginning an exploration of habitus. In
focus groups, participants and I explored writing experiences and values in more
detail by addressing what they valued about their writing experience thus far, how
they came to those values and where, and what they remember writing. Interviews
also explored values and their link to place by involving participants as researchers
through photo-elicitation interviews and asking them to select and discuss a writing
artifact that mattered to them.
Through this research, I heard how the first cohort of students to experience twelve
years of standardized education viewed standardized testing and its outcome on their
attitudes and values about writing and learning. As I analyzed my data, I wanted to find a

grand narrative about writing for standardized testing and income disparities, gender,
or race to explain the stories and numbers I had gathered. But, through recursive and
iterative data analysis, grand narratives broke apart. The data held smaller narratives
of place and location, narratives of a habitus formed in particular places that made
the effects of writing for standardized testing more or less important to students’
understanding, appreciation, and uses of writing.
In the following sections, I share stories of how location and experience
contributed to writing habitus that were differently equipped to make meaning out
of writing for standardized testing. Those meanings, standardized testing as a peer
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performance, a genre, an end to writing, worked from and altered existing writing
habitus, making them an important part of understanding how today’s students
approach writing in their personal and academic lives.
Location and Writing Habitus
The where of students lives and the what of their writing experiences combine
to foster certain attitudes and values surrounding writing. These attitudes and values
filtered the effects of writing for standardized tests. Students from La Vista High
School, the small city, reported positive community and family writing experiences
that buffered writing for standardized tests, an experience they deemed as negative,
but not consequential in determining how they felt about writing. Conversely,
students from Arroyo High School, the rural village, reported almost exclusively
school sponsored writing experiences and felt the effects of writing for standardized
testing as negative and defining. How much writing for testing affects students
writing lives depends on their communities’ and families’ relationship to writing and
its uses, in other words their writing habitus. In focus groups at both schools, I
asked, “Can you remember your first piece of writing?” The majority of La Vista
students recalled a piece of writing and the subject of that writing. La Vista students
remembered writing about hot air balloons, wanting to be president, their summer
vacations, and a dog jumping over a fence. They remembered these writings in detail
because their parents had saved them. Some had even recently reread the saved
writings. Very few Arroyo participants could remember their first piece of writing.
Two participants remembered writing a response to the Dr. Seuss story Green Eggs
and Ham, but the writing was not saved by family members. It was a school event.
La Vista students also had writing duties at home.
• Thank You Notes: “I don’t understand my mom and thank you notes. I
had to write a thank you note on top of the letter I already wrote to my
grandpa.”
• Family Newsletters: “We send letters out because our family is so spread
out in Mexico, California. My mom always has me type them and put in
pictures and stuff.”
• Christmas Cards: “My mom freaks out about the Christmas card. We all
write it together. It’s horrible.”
La Vista participants recounted their home writing experiences with chagrin but also
a sense of pride and responsibility. Writing was part of the home experiences for La
Vista focus group participants. Writing was a keepsake and an ongoing
representation of their identity and family.
When I asked Arroyo participants about writing at home, they replied there
was none. No cards, letters, nothing. When pressed, Turquoise offered this beautiful
ritual that underscores the value placed on writing that commemorates and
communicates:
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I had a brother that passed away, and every year either on the day it
happened, or on his birthday, we get balloons, and we write something that
we would like to have told him, or would like him to know, or tell him about
what is happening, and we tie the paper to them and let it go.
Because Arroyo participants valued family they valued writing that supported those
ties. However, they could not recall many writing experiences in the family sphere,
assigning writing to school.
La Vista participants held writing in high regard, perhaps in part because
writing was useful at home and the act of writing was rewarded (keepsakes). Their
home playing field said writing counted. Writing was used in Arroyo participants’
homes when it supported what counted – family.
Those students who resided in a community where writing contests were
held, writing groups were formed, and whose families kept their first piece of
writing, experience testing as a negative, but still held overall positive views of
writing. Those students who resided in a community where writing was primarily
sponsored by the school, rarely by family and community associated their feelings
about standardized testing with writing and therefore held overall negative views of
writing.
Standardized Testing as Peer Performance
Although popular discourses surrounding testing see it as a way to hold
teachers and schools accountable to students, families, and implicitly to economic
stakeholders, participants in my research experienced the test taking as a peer-based
activity. This conception began in elementary school, when participants noted that
they were ashamed to finish last and felt sad for their peers who took a long time to
complete tests. One focus group participant at La Vista High School, Vanessa, said,
“In fifth grade, I was the last one to finish the test. And, I just remember everyone
looking at me, wanting to go to recess, and me still writing. I handed it in and cried.”
Standardized testing as a peer performance continued in high school as
administrators and teachers posted ‘walls of achievement,’ known in other places as
‘data walls,’ featuring student scores on state standardized tests. Walls of achievement
also featured school composite scores from neighboring school districts, ranking not
only students but the entire school. Being slow to finish and then ranked in front of
their peers bothered students. Many students who were successful on standardized
tests also expressed discomfort with school customs surrounding testing. At La Vista
High and Arroyo High School students were required to pass an end of course exam
in core subjects (math, English, science) in order to graduate. Students were allowed
to take the test multiple times. Because the exam had to be proctored and follow
state mandated security procedures, the times for the test fluctuated. The school
secretaries would call the names of students who had not yet passed the exam over
the school loud speaker and ask them to report to the testing location. Although the
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secretaries never said why students were to report, students knew the reason for the
announcement: those who were called had the failed the test. Students in focus
groups at both schools, students who had passed the exams on the first try, hated the
announcements and what they saw as shaming: “It’s awful. Like I just don’t even
know what to do with my eyes. We have to be quiet during all announcements and so
we have to listen. I always want to start singing ‘La, la, la, la.’ I don’t want to know
who passed or failed. It’s not my business.” This student wanted more for his school,
for it be more than a place that shamed people, more than a recorder of tests.
Standardized testing, and by extension the writing through which they were tested,
produced shame in front of peers, and for these students, was another peer
performance, where identity, failure and success, were at stake.
While some may argue that the above examples indicate poor planning and
management and have little to do with actual writing on standardized tests, affect,
how one feels about writing and the context in which writing happens, significantly
influence how students respond to writing and if they transfer what they have
learned about writing from one context to another (Lee, Jarrett et al, Driscoll). To say
that the shame and anxiety students report when they are asked to recall their
experiences writing for standardized tests is not related to writing is to
misunderstand the relationships among writing, context, memory, and affect. As
stated earlier in this piece, writing does not happen in a vacuum, but in contexts and
locations that carry their own histories, purposes, and relationships to writing,
histories, purposes, and relationships that influence engagements with present and
future writing tasks.
The Genres of Standards-Based Curriculums

Standardized testing encourages writing in genres specific to the testing
context and limits genre exposure outside of the testing context. The prevalence of
short answer questions on standardized tests has led to mnemonics like RACE
(restate, answer, cite and explain), a formula for answering short answer questions.
On the open-ended questions of the survey, I asked students what genres they wrote
in the most. Arroyo High School students replied, “RACE.” The taking of and the
preparation for standardized tests was so ubiquitous that Arroyo High School
students identified a formula as the genre they write the most.
Standards-based curriculums focus on argumentative and informative genres
had also focused students’ school writing experiences. Because schools in New
Mexico are graded on an A-F scale based partly on students’ performance on
standardized test, the genres featured on those tests, informative and argumentative
genres, are also featured prominently in the curriculum and in students’ writing lives.
For example, out of the 40 possible genre experiences on the survey, on average La
Vista High School students reported 29 and Arroyo High School students 21. When
asked what genres they wrote in the most, La Vista High School participants claimed
school-based genres (essays and lecture and reading notes), personal genres (journals,
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diaries, test messages, instant messages and personal letters), and creative genres
(poems, song lyrics, fiction). Arroyo High School students reported writing in
school-based and personal genres the most. However, they associated the personal
genres with school-based assignments. Of the school-based genres, La Vista High
School participants reported the following genres the most:
Genre

Percentage

Five Paragraph Essay

94%

Book Report

93%

Summary

90%

Table 1. La Vista Most Common Genres

This assortment of school-based genres suggest that the majority of participants
write to demonstrate knowledge acquisition, informative writing. Arroyo High
School students reported a different mix of school-based genres.
Genre

Percentage

Five Paragraph Essay

86%

Argument Essay

86%

Table 2. Arroyo Most Common Genres

The majority of Arroyo participants reported writing in both informative and
argumentative genres. Both schools reported the least written in school genre as
personal narrative. Participants were asked to report their writing experiences
throughout their school careers. Standards-based curriculums and tests proclaim they
make students “college and career ready”; yet, at a time when new genres, digital and
print, are proliferating, students’ school writing experiences focus on a narrow
continuum of genres.
In response to standards-based curriculums and standardized testing,
teachers and textbook publishing companies spawned RACE, a formula recognized
as a genre by Arroyo High School students. Students at both schools wrote
informative genres and to a lesser extent argumentative. These genres, or writing
experiences, arose from the current context of American education, however, how
those experiences were understood depended on what they understood writing to be
as discussed in the next section.
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Resulting Attitudes and Implications
Participants saw more possibilities in writing in general than they associated
with writing in school. Participants felt the majority of writing they were being asked
to do in school was driven by preparation for tests. At Arroyo, school writing was
associated with testing as shared by Turquoise:
Turquoise: We got tested. Juniors get tested. And you have to write essays for
those. Yes. And they made like ACE. So you answer, cite and explain.
Actually, it never helped me at all. Laugh.
Me: How come you say it doesn’t help.
Turquoise: Because they like I don’t know. I think it’s like the whole formula
everyone writes different and they want us to write all kind of like the same.
You feel like you’re being forced into a box.
Participants were taught to use certain forms for writing, but they saw their own
writing as exceeding that form and being different. Yet, they also worried about that
difference. In response to what bothered her about writing for standardized tests,
Marie at Arroyo responded:
It’s the different ways to answer, especially when it comes to writing ‘cause
you can never be sure and there’s so many ways to be right other than like in
math you can go through this whole process and get one answer either right
or wrong [. . .] So you can say something and be totally right about and then
another person could say something different and they’ll right about it as well
even though your answers are completely different. So when it comes to that
[writing] I don’t know like whether I’m right or wrong because of diversity.
In a context like standardized testing, right answers are prized, but participants felt
like the very nature of writing excluded it from the standardized testing context.
Focus group participants in Arroyo claimed standardized tests had ruined writing for
them:
Tori: I just don’t like writing anymore. It’s so bad.
Me: Writing anymore at all? Or writing anymore for standardized tests?
Tori: Yeah, That situation and like anymore at all.
Me: You are done.
Tori: Yeah, I just don’t want to.
Participants expressed frustration with testing beyond the typical
standardized tests. They expressed frustration at the idea of writing or learning for
any test. In some ways, they wanted learning to be for the joy of it, for the gaining of
knowledge. An interview participant at La Vista High School, Aria, refused to take
the twelfth grade AP test because she was frustrated with her AP experience and
how writing and reading were treated:
Those classes have been taught for the AP Test. I am not actually reading or
writing. To learn or keep it in my mind, or explore, or even to understand
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anything. I am reading to pass a test. I am reading to write so I can pass a
test. I’m writing to fit into a certain mold that will pass that test.
Aria had decided to take composition at her chosen university. She wanted to see
“what writing was all about.”
Writing Beyond the Test

As I gathered and analyzed this data, the numbers upset me: they told a story
of limited writing experience and negative attitudes towards writing for Arroyo High
School participants. However, in the transcripts of focus groups and interviews, in
some students, I saw the same resistance at both schools, the same claim that writing
was more, that its potential exceeded the test. Despite a writing habitus that told
them not to expect much from school writing experiences, that writing was used to
judge and sort, some articulated hopes for writing beyond receiving a score: “I’d like
to start like a blog, someday. Just a place to record what I think and feel. A record of
me, kinda.” La Vista students had experienced writing for their own, family, and
community purposes. They did not love writing for standardized tests but were more
likely to classify it as anomaly, an unfortunate requirement, but not determinative of
their writing attitudes. They knew writing existed beyond the test.
As the debates about standardized-testing and standards-based curriculums
rage on, we, teachers at the secondary and post-secondary level, are creating writing
experiences within our classrooms that shape how students think, believe, act, and
feel about writing. We need to continue to be careful in that work, to both prepare
our students and encourage them to see the possibilities of writing beyond the test.
However, my data suggest we also need to think beyond our classrooms, to the
homes and communities of our students and how to create meaningful and authentic
writing experiences in those places. I am not suggesting homework, but community
partnerships with civic organizations, institutions, and families that can sponsor
writing experiences, such as oral histories, community research proposals, and familybased writing workshops. In these partnerships, we move writing from the confines
of the “box” to serving purposed beyond the classroom, beyond the test. Below, I
give an adaptation of the focus group topic script for this research project that
students and teachers might use to find out more about the writing experiences and
habitus of their peers, families and colleagues.

><
Note
All participant names and location names are pseudonyms.
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Writing To and Beyond the Test: The Writing Habitus of the
First Standards-Based Curriculum Cohort
Teaching Artifact
Rebecca Powell
1. Writing in the Home
a. What’s the first piece of writing you remember?
b. How was writing used in your home?
c. Do you have any memories of watching your parents or siblings write?
2. Writing in School
a. What are you earliest memories of writing in school?
b. What kinds of writing did/have you done in school?
c. Do you have any memories of writing for tests?
d. What role has technology played in your writing experiences?
3. Extracurricular Writing and Reading
a. Did you write for organizations or activities (writing contests, pen pals, debate,
FFA, DECA, etc.)?

4. Self-Initiated Writing
a. For what reasons or occasions did you write as a child, a pre-teen, a teen,
and/or an adult?
b. What kinds of genres (diary entries, text messages, stories, blogs, letters,
zines, fanfiction, etc.) did you write of your own volition?
c. When you wrote on your own, who was your audience? What was the
purpose of that writing?
5. Values
a. What kinds of writing were important to you?
b. Why do you write and under what circumstances?
c. What writing do you enjoy or dislike?
d. What are the consequences of writing and not writing in different
settings?
6. Community
a. Who do remember that encouraged/discouraged your writing?
b. What events in your community required writing or sparked writing?
c. What ,memories do you have of places where writing occurred?
Adapted from Literacy in American Lives by Deborah Brandt, 2001.
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